
Hello, I am Alyson Beaton



If you are willing to try and fail, and as a result work 
even harder, you are going to succeed in all that  

you do.



finding your inspiration



What inspires you? What is your passion?









I’ll take you through my process…



experimentation as been key to me finding my passion…

What do you make? How do you make it? 



what is failure? the ability to experiment
and accept the outcome



species of butterflies no.5

imagine  
your world no.6

first word cards 
no.1

baby book 
no.2

walking through 
childhood 

no.4

Grow: An Environmentally  
Friendly Book 

no.3

cardboard kitchen 
no.7

Blow Wind Blow 
no. 8

Pushie Jr.  
no. 9



now the tough part is how to evaluate your outcome 
and how you define success.

no.1 what was your goal in creating the project?

$$

is it bringing you and others joy? 

is it bringing in income?

how you make it? 
can you make more?  
do you enjoy making it? 
  
Are you committed to the long haul?

no.2 what about it is working?



first word cards 
no.1

too expensive 
too hard to make

baby book 
no.2

too expensive 
too hard to make

Grow: An Environmentally  
Friendly Book 

no.3species of butterflies no.5

fun but not that 
interesting

walking through 
childhood 

no.4
made some… 

personal succcess 
[project done]

imagine  
your world no.6

made some… 
personal succcess 
[project done]

cardboard kitchen 
no.7

interesting experiment 
[project done]

Blow Wind Blow 
no. 8

Pushie Jr.  
no. 9

limited edition 
too hard to market



and sometimes you make something that stands 
out and is different…special…



mini logan square 
installation



{and when to decide it is going to be a real thing}



Lille Huset is the story of  
a little house in a little  
neighborhood in a big city.  
They are houses all over 
the world that kids live in  
and love…























Taking your product 
to market is the  

single scariest thing 
in the world!

LESSON LEARNED



Getting back up is  
the hardest part 

failure teaches you 
when to let go… and  

when something needs  
to change…

LESSON LEARNED







I had to change my message, graphics, packaging and web site to  
reflect the new product





Each time you fail, you only get better.









Sticking with  
it brings 

opportunities 
you never would 
have imagined. 

LESSON LEARNED



Sometimes your perception of failure  
sends you off track… 

FINAL LESSON




